CONGRESS ?
TRADE SHOW?
EVENT?
HERE,
WE FEAR
“DEGUN”*
*NO ONE
( EXPRESSION FROM MARSEILLE )

Here,
at the heart of Marseille, Parc Chanot is one
of the rare sites to host 3 venues: Convention
Centre, Palais des Arts and Exhibition Halls.
This 42 acres site features modern and
multifunctional rooms with advanced modular
set-ups to meet all of your requirements.
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Our skills, experience and personalised endto-end support are a guarantee to make your
event a success. Whatever you’re looking for,
come and discover a venue that can live up to
your expectations.
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Around 9,000 rooms will be available by
2015, with a new and diverse offer varying
from apartments to luxury hotels:
• hotels*****: 364 bedrooms
• hotels****: 1,584 bedrooms
• hotels***: 1,865 bedrooms
• hotels**: 1,460 bedrooms
• hotels*: 846 bedrooms
• apartment hotels: 1,537 bedrooms

MARSEILLE, FRANCE’S 2ND CITY

and capital of Provence, offers all
necessary transport connections for your
trip:

Marseille Provence International airport
is just 30 minutes away from our venue,
with 8.3 million passengers each year and
120 direct flights to 30 different countries.
It is also home to Europe’s first low coast
airport.

Daily 17 high-speed trains between Paris
and Marseille and direct trains to major
European cities (Barcelona, London,
Bruxelles …)

Direct access to highways A55 and A50
via tunnels.
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Destination Marseille

Marseille has a strong and professional offer
with an increasing number of hotels:
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TOURISM AND CULTURAL ASSETS
GREAT CULTURAL HERITAGE
PROVENCE:

Marseille is located at the heart of the most visited region
in France, famous for its landscapes and way of life.
Discover the relaxed lifestyle and breath-taking views
with the Calanques, wild creeks, authentic inland areas
and much more.

For your formal evening events, Marseille has a wealth of
unusual and emblematic cultural venues, including MuCEM,
La Friche de la Belle de Mai, Villa Méditerranée, Le Dock
des Suds or even tourist sites, such as Château d’If, Palais
Longchamp, Île Degaby or Stade Vélodrome...

Marseille’s economy is undergoing rapid transformations.
The city is France’s second largest centre for public
scientific research, but also features around ten centres
of excellence for innovative sectors such as aeronautics,
microelectronics and secure communicating solutions.
Marseille is also home to Southern Europe’s largest urban
renovation project, Euroméditerranée, which has been
helping transform the city since 1995.
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250
events each
year
5 exhibition
halls, one
convention
centre and the
Palais des Arts
1,800
parking spaces

Parc Chanot’s various equipments making our
venue fully modular and ideal for any event. The
spaces can be set up to be perfectly suited to
any type of event, including fairs, trade shows,
galas, conferences, corporate events, concerts,
sporting competitions and more...
Palais des Événements: 6,500 m2 in a single room,
one amphitheatre seating 1,600 to 3,200 seats
Palais de la Méditerranée: 7,000 m2 that can be
divided into 2 spaces
Palais Phocéen: 14,000 m2 - the site’s largest
exhibition area
Grand Palais: 7,000 m2, including 5,500 m2 pillarfree space with 14 m clearance
Palais de l’Europe: 5,000 m2 for all types of events
Convention centre: 2 amphitheatres seating 200
to 1,200 people, 15 conference rooms, 4,500 m2
of exhibition, reception and catering space
Palais des Arts: historical venue dated from 1922
colonial exhibition, offering 4 rooms suitable for
small-scale meetings, lunches, dinners or cocktail
receptions, VIP rooms, etc.

4 metro stops from Vieux Port, 5 metro stops
on a direct line from Saint-Charles train
station.
Bus stop: Rond-Point du Prado, direct buses
to the oldest part of the city and beaches
Bus nos.: 21-22-23-44-45-83
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Taxi pole located at the entrance of Parc
Chanot

Marseille Chanot

42 acres
in the city
centre
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3 amphitheatres
21 conference
rooms
60,000 m2
of exhibition,
reception and
catering space
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CONGRESS

Capacity
200 - 12,000
delegates
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60,000 m2
of outdoor space
Over 50 trade
shows & fairs
each year
Over 7,000
exhibitors
Over 1 million
visitors each year
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TRADE SHOW

60,000 m2
of exhibition space
across 7 halls
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150 events
each year
3 amphitheatres
seating 250 to
3,200 people

EVENT

Modular spaces
perfect for all
kinds of event:
conventions,
seminars,
road shows,
product launches,
evening events,
etc.

21 conferences
or meeting rooms
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CONGRESS
Véronique ALLAIN
Congress Development
Professional Federations and Trade Unions Department
Tel: + 33 (0)4 91 76 90 24 - Port.: +33 (0)6 21 08 44 65 - Fax: +33 (0)4 91 22 16 45 - v.allain@safim.com
Laetitia CASSUTO
Congress Development Medical and International Department
Tel: + 33 (0)4 91 76 90 33 - Port.: +33 (0)6 18 90 12 09 - Fax: +33 (0)4 91 22 16 45 - l.cassuto@safim.com

TRADE SHOW
Fabienne FIAUD
Trade Show Development - General Public and Professionals
Tel: + 33 (0)4 91 76 90 99 - Port.:+33 (0)6 18 70 80 82 - Fax: +33 (0)4 91 22 16 45 - f.fiaud@safim.com

EVENT
Claudie D’ANGELO
Corporate and Institutional Development
Tel: + 33 (0)4 91 76 90 07 - Port.: + 33 (0)6 18 70 80 83 - Fax: +33 (0)4 91 22 16 45 - c.dangelo@safim.com
Yann MENAIS
Corporate and International Development
Tel: +33 (0)4 91 76 90 40 - Port. : +33 (0)6 12 74 36 85 - Fax: +33 (0)4 91 22 16 45 - y.menais@safim.com

www.marseille-chanot.com
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A SALES TEAM AT YOUR SERVICE

